Have you made the switch yet?

POSAlinc® 360 Knee Adductor Testimonials
infinite adjustability and the availability of multiple pad sizes, the POSAlinc 360 Knee
Adductors are ideal in allowing me to accommodate all of my clients, ranging from pediatrics to large
adults. Adding to that, these adductors can be mounted to any manual or power wheelchair configuration
with ease, which makes the POSAlinc 360 Knee adductor my clear number one choice.”
“With their

Rich, CO (ATP)

saves me
time and money because
“This product

I have less breakage than with
other manufacturers that
offer a swing-away option.
The customers love them!”

John, TX (RTS)

“The POSAlinc 360s are
simple to use and go on easy!
The assembly, installation,
and adjustment took less than
15 minutes. The patients
love them because they are
so

“The hardware is well built

handles the
roughest of users and
and

remains in tact.”

Jon, WI (ATP, CRTS)

user-friendly.”

Iggy, IN (RTS)

“The knee adductors have a
tremendous amount of

flexibility

and versatility. I can have a
quickly removable knee adductor
mounted anywhere.”

David, MI (ATP)
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“The POSAlinc 360 system

makes transfers much easier.

Even clients with limited upper extremity

function can flip the adductors out of the way, offering greater independence. Finally,
in lower extremity positioning.”

a true innovation

Phil, WI (ATP)

“The infinite adjustment

“The therapists love that they
stay on the chair and are not

precise pad
placement without having
allows

patients
can’t lose them.”

removable, so

to replace bracketry.”

Mark, CA (ATP, CRTS)

Morgan, MD (ATP)

“Once again, you guys have
figured out how to make

“The 360 Swing-Away Knee

solved
many problems in the

useful, durable gear that
makes guys like me look
good. Thanks.”

Adductors have

seating field.”

Vincent, PA (Adapted
Equipment Specialist)

Roger, MI (ATP)

“It doesn’t matter what chair
type that I am using because

swing away
in any direction so it is a
the 360 can

versatile adductor.”

Jason, FL (ATP)
“One of the positioning issues I struggled with are legs that abduct out. I had tried thigh supports of all
kinds, but what really was effective was pushing on the knee. It was difficult to find a product that extended
out to the knee, was easy to attach and release for transfers. But then I tried the POSAlinc 360 Swing-Away
Knee Adductors and it was like magic! They were
kept the knees together. Great product.”

adjustable to any position I was looking for and

Karen, MN (ATP)
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